
6267 castille Court
Orleans. K1C 1X4

Mr. John Krauser
Ontario Medical Association
300-525 University Ave.
Toronto, Ontario

M5G 2K7

Dear Mr. Krauser,

25 September 1991

It is interesting to note your comment that the reason
doctors have not stopped making statements to the effect that
persons with environmental sensitivities are deluded in their
experience of reactions to substances at levels that don't
affect the majority is that those doctors do not understand
the seriousness of the consequences of making such statements.

That is precisel y the point that was I eft out of the
article last March, and the point that was edited out of my
response to that article, with the vehement assertion from the
OMR editorial staff that it was not happening!

I would like you to have on file my objection to the fact
that the editors edited my letter, changing it substantially
on the promise of checking their changes with me, and then
published it over my signature without my having agreed with
their changes.

As I mentioned on the phone, while your efforts have been
appreciated, it seems the OMA is not capable of adult
discussion about adult topics, such as the fact that doctors
are causing financial and personal damages, increased
disability, and deaths to persons with sensitivities by
adopting an arbitrary damaging opinion based on an absence of
information.

Even if one takes into account the fact that persons with
sensi ti vi ties often have onl y CNS symptoms as a resul t of
their reactions, the fact that these are caused by
idiosyncratic sensitivities is sometimes dismissed, again on
the premise that if we don't understand the physiology it
can't be happening. This seems very questionabl e whether. ,
v~ewed from the point of view of either ethics or legality.

Sincerely,

Chris Brown
(613) 837 7173




